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Features Key:
Forts
Hats

Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack - $7.99 for PS Plus members

Garages (one per fort and hat)
One additional fort
One additional hat

Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack - $13.99 for non-members

Garages (one per fort and hat)
One additional fort
One additional hat
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Worms Reloaded system requirements (tested on PC)

Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack - PS3

Worms Reloaded system requirements

Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack - Xbox 360

Worms Reloaded system requirements
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What's new:

Available for Free for Pre-Order Customers About Worms Reloaded This game is an 1160 year old parody and homage to the real-time strategy game worms, focusing on its two most distinguishing features: simultaneous damage
and replays. Besides heaps of worms and fun things to blow up, it features a game engine that allows you to find bugs and inject code into them. In Worms Reloaded, you can chain up to five weapons in one attack, all of which are
available to your blob's right arm. Worms Reloaded also provides extensive cannon customization, giving you the ability to choose between five preset cannon models, up to six custom models, a custom pattern and three custom
markings. Each weapon you add to your cannon helps to change the properties and behavior of your cannon, giving it different effects and effects of strength. Rollout... Groovy! Features Up to 5 Weapons- Introducing worms with
more than one arm, which allows you to choose between up to five different weapons for one worm. - Introducing worms with more than one arm, which allows you to choose between up to five different weapons for one worm.
Bullet Time Mode- Worms can squeeze bullets in and out of themselves to instantaneously shoot their way to their destination without getting hit in the process. - Worms can squeeze bullets in and out of themselves to
instantaneously shoot their way to their destination without getting hit in the process. Randomization- Each worm is a unique achievement. - Each worm is a unique achievement. Worm Dimension- The world where the worms play
is alive and changing. These changes create new and exciting possibilities. Worms in the Dimension move at different speeds and even look different. They also walk and crawl differently, and sometimes even swim in the water! -
The world where the worms play is alive and changing. These changes create new and exciting possibilities. Worms in the Dimension move at different speeds and even look different. They also walk and crawl differently, and
sometimes even swim in the water! Worms Can Change- Worms’ bodies can stretch and contract to help them change shape. By stretching their entire body or only certain areas of their body, worms can change body parts
completely. This makes a series of explosions much more than an explosion. - Worms’ bodies can stretch and contract to help them change shape. By stretching their entire body or only certain areas of their body, worms can
change body parts completely. This
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How To Crack:

Click Here To Download File Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack
Open the downloaded file "Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack.exe"
Run "Worms Reloaded: The "Pre-order Forts and Hats" DLC Pack.exe"
Upgrade All "Pre-order Forts and Hats" Weapons and Setups

Before You Finish Using The Pre-order Forts and Hats DLC Pack, Please Don't Forget To Save!
Good Luck With Your Game!

 

How To Install Pre-order Forts And Hats DLC Pack

Click Here To Download Pre-order Forts and Hats DLC Pack
Open the downloaded file "Pre-order Forts and Hats DLC Pack.zip" to Archive to your computer. Then extract every file in the folder
Use these instructions to install "Worms Reloaded: The Pre-order Forts and Hats DLC Pack"

Go to the Downloads (Saves) Files
Select the folder that you extracted the files in
Go to the folder "Worms Reloaded: The Pre-order Forts and Hats DLC Pack"
Click on each file(s) in this folder. Opens the item for you to double-click on it
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System Requirements For Worms Reloaded: The Quot;Pre-order Forts And Hats Quot; DLC Pack:

BEST SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 CPU: 1.8 GHz or faster (2.0 GHz recommended) RAM: 2 GB HDD: 4 GB GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or ATI
HD 5770 VIDEO: 1280 x 720, 1280 x 1024 DEVICE: Microsoft Kinect OTHER: Kinect Skeleton is a Kinect accessory for it and uses the Skeleton model. The games
required to use this model are not included in this package.
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